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Abstract: This paper presents a robust hybrid approach to Predictive Lane Detection - PLD, which utilizes information from digital map to improve eﬃciency and accuracy to vision-based lane detector. Traditional approaches
are mostly designed for well maintained and simple road conditions like motorway or interstate road with clear lane
markers, to solve out the estimation problems of coming road shape as well as vehicle’s position and ego-state, which
however becomes ambiguous or unavailable in the complicated road environment and under diﬃcult weather or illumination conditions. In this paper, the proposed approach refers to vehicle localization on digital map for road geometry
estimation, which gives strong cues for vision-based detector to limit the search region of road candidates and suppress
noise. In addition, other information from digital map like lane marker painting color and categories is utilized in
the high level of data fusion on road geometry estimation. Real and synthesized road experiment results verified the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of our approach.
Keywords: predictive lane detection, vision-based detector, vehicle localization, digital road map

1. Introduction
Tracking lane boundaries and following lane trajectory is essential to most active safety application systems like Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) and Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC). To avoid run-oﬀ-road and sideswipe crashes these systems automatically recognize lane/road geometry ahead as well
as vehicle’s position within the lane. As one of the most active research fields in last two decades, many lane detection approaches
have been proposed and some types of commercial products were
introduced to the market in the early 2000s. Several categories
exist in the domain of lane detection: embedded magnetic lane
markers, radar/Lidar-based and vision-based approaches.
Special magnetic lane markers are embedded in the road and
unidirectional magnetic detectors are used to sense these markers
for lateral displacement control. Although this “solid” and expensive approach might not prove a universal solution to the general
road users, the fact that lane detection accuracy by magnetic sensor can be utilized up to 15 mm makes it very attractive to some
relative fixed route transportation tools like Autonomous Ground
Vehicle (AGV), bus system or airport transporters between terminals. Toyota’s Intelligent Multi-Mode Transit System (IMTS) [1]
shows the latest development in this field. IMTS serves as the
transit vehicle at the Aichi World Expo 2005. Laser radar [2], [3],
millimeter wave radar [4] and IR sensors are also employed in
this field to detect the reflectivity diﬀerence between lane markings with road pavements and guard rails.
In spite of these infrastructure and lidar-based approaches,
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the predominant approach by far is to use a monochrome video
camera and image processing technique to extract lane markers/edges from the image. Many approaches have been developed
with optimal estimator like Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Least
Mean Squares (LMS). Parameterized detection models have obvious advantages and it concludes road model parameters as road
curvature information along with vehicle ego-state. Fundamental mathematical models and estimators by Dickmanns et al. [5]
are well studied, many application systems have been developed, such as VELAC [6], RALPH [7], GOLD [8], etc. However,
vision-based detection systems are restricted from diﬃcult environmental conditions like illumination, weather and road pavement conditions. This consequently causes the problem that most
of systems [9], [10] are limited to the road with well-maintained
pavement and markers.
To overcome these diﬃculties, global reference information
embedded in digital map has been introduced to fuse with visionbased lane detection. Yoshiki et al. [11] from Toyota Central
R&D Labs utilized DGPS, camera, millimeter-wave radar and
digital map to estimate 3-D lane shape ahead, in which evaluation criterion was determined by the weighting factor to merge
lane shape on digital map and visual results. Polychronopoulos et
al. [12] improved the weighting factor by introducing limit conditions, such as: visual limitation distance threshold, lateral velocity and so on. However, the results from visual processing and
digital map estimation are independently carried out, which leads
to the problem of fusion eﬃciency. The approaches listed above
simply adjusted the weighting factor to combine the curvature estimation results, curvature is however: (1) The value of weighting
factor can’t be confirmed easily. (2) Visual processing may still
suﬀer disturbances under various conditions. On the other side,
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Carmer et al. [13] utilized map information based on vehicle localization to stabilize the system during invisible situations in real
road tests.
In this paper, we propose a novel Predictive Lane Detection
(PLD) approach, which takes advantage of digital map information to predict on-coming road shape and location simultaneously.
Our proposed PLD approach is able to narrow search regions of
lane maker on image significantly, by cooperating with the global
predictive information from digital map, like road shape, road
width and lane categories. Fusion of vision-based information
(dynamic) and digital map information (static) is carried out on
two levels:
• Fusion on road geometry estimation: road geometry extracted from digital map will be used in vision-based detection under any environment conditions. Taking into account
the location error as well as scale of digital map, variation of
road geometry parameter will also be given in our system.
PLD does not only limit image features in searching area,
but also provides constraints on road geometry parameters.
• Fusion on vehicle ego-state estimation: estimation results
depend on visual detection results to express relationship
between vehicle and lane makers dynamically, which concludes following parameters: vehicle lateral displacement,
camera’s heading angle and inclination angle. PLD extends
static information like road width, lane categories etc., to
provide assistance for feature extraction and locate lane features precisely.
This paper is organized as following: Section 2 describes our
fusion solution as well as related parameters of PLD model. Geometry estimation on road alignment is presented from road node
point and its curvature for on-coming road estimation relying on
vehicle localization. Vehicle’s ego-state is given by visual estimation and algorithm is improved with comparison of lane distribution results and digital map information. Then, PLD implementation explains how to utilize predictive information and how
to improve EKF updating eﬃciency. Section 3 gives simulated
and real experimental results of PLD approach.

2. Predictive Lane Detector
2.1 Previous Study on Vision-based Lane Detector
Vision-based lane detectors extract lane makers from
the image and match with a general model of parameters
X(w, l, θ, ψ, ch0 , ch1 ), which consists of road geometry parameters
(w, ch0 , ch1 ) as well as vehicle ego-state parameters (l, θ, ψ),
where w indicates road width, (ch0 , ch1 ) refers to road horizontal
curvature, l is vehicle lateral displacement, θ is camera’s inclination angle to road surface and ψ is camera’s heading angle to
road lane.
Geometrical relationship between real road and camera has
been well studied by many papers in the literature. As shown in
Eq. (1), projection of lane markers on image could be expressed
as function of Γ.
(I x , Iy )T = Γ(X)T = Γ(w, l, θ, ψ, ch0 , ch1 )T

(1)

Function Γ gives relationship between road lane markers’ positions on image and related parameters. Roland et al. [14] de-
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Fig. 1 Initialized lane model between previous approach and predictive
approach.

veloped a lane model based on standard clothoid curve to present
left and right edge of lane like Eqs. (2) and (3).
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Iy − f y θ
( fy H)2
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(−l) +
ch0 +
ch1 + ψ
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6(Iy − fy θ)2
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c
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(3)
where (I xl , Iy ), (I xr , Iy ) are image coordinates, ( f x , fy ) are focal
length of the camera, H is the height of the camera above the
road surface.
In Roland’s work, EKF was utilized to fit the model with lane
feature points, which became an optimization problem between
3D feature and their 2D projection image points. Covariance matrix C Xd can be calculated by Eq. (4) with the Jacobian matrix
JΓ of function Γ and C x represents covariance matrix of related
parameters X as Eq. (5). Initialized lane by detection model is
projected on image as left-side lane shown in Fig. 1. Variations
of parameters are suggested with large value to ensure real road
lane locating inside of detection areas.
C Xd = JΓC x JΓT
⎡ 2
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⎥⎥⎥
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(5)

Model’s updating and tracking is realized by EKF, in which
Kalman gain Kk is expressed as Eq. (6).
Kk = Pk|k−1 JΓT (JΓ Pk|k−1 JΓT + Rk )

(6)

X k|k = X k|k−1 + Kk (yk − Γ(X k|k−1 , 0))

(7)

Pk|k = (E − Kk )Pk|k−1

(8)

Where Rk is image measurement noise vector, Vector X and its
covariance matrix are updated as Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). Here, E is
identity matrix and P is covariance matrix of vector. yk is the extracted candidates of lane markers on image. k depends on feature
numbers which are utilized for updating.
However, EKF based optimal approaches also have some diﬃcult problems.
( 1 ) Proper setting for initial parameters and their variation values is necessary for EKF. Larger variation value leads to
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Fig. 2 Road curvature distribution based on vehicle localization.

a large search region in the image with more observation
noise; while smaller variation value may cause missing part
of true lane points;
( 2 ) Parameters coupling problem: road model described above
consists of dependent parameters like image coordinates of
left and right lane feature points and independent variables
like camera and road parameters. All parameters might be
influenced and cross-coupled only relying on image points
(2D). Since EKF attempts to optimize the overall fitness performance of rebuilt road model with real lane, EKF based on
optimization approach essentially can not solve the parameter cross-coupling problem;
2.2 Predictive Road Shape Estimator
As shown in right-side of Fig. 1, if road shape parameters and
their variations are predictable in advance, the initial lane would
be very close to real road lane, and the detection area is much
smaller comparing with conventional lane model shown as the
left-side of Fig. 1. Predictive road shape does not only suppress
the detection area to accelerate lane candidates searching process,
but also suppress noise influence to parameter estimation process.
Predictive information could be indexed from digital map,
which generally consists of node points (denoted as ‘IP’ node
points in this paper) with variations of curve segment as Fig. 2.
Camera’s Field of View (FOV) and distance to the nearest ‘IP’
node points are essential to road shape estimator. The following procedures give details on how to estimate curvature and its
variation with accuracy of vehicle localization and digital map.
( 1 ) Transform node points into Vehicle Coordinate System
(VCS):
IP(vx, vy) = T rans(R, T )IP(x, y)

(9)

where point IP(x, y) is global position from digital map,
transformation function is consisted by rotation vector R relying on orientation of road network and translation vector
T relying on vehicle position. Node points locating inside of
camera’s FOV are chose for curvature estimation.
( 2 ) Curvature estimation: Least Mean Square (LMS) for
Eq. (10) is used to estimate chothoid curvature (ch0 , ch1 ).
IPvx =

1
1
ch0 (IPvy )2 + ch1 (IPvy )3
2
6

(10)

( 3 ) Variation of curvature: variation is necessary in view of measurement error of vehicle’s localization as well as a scaling
factor error of digital map. Since vehicle lateral localization
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Fig. 3 Detection division for precise estimation.

error can be generally corrected by map matching algorithm,
vehicle location error distribution can be treated as a narrow
ellipse along the road as shown in Fig. 2. The curvature variation can be calculated by the maximum and minimum curvature estimated by the steps described above, expressed as
Eq. (11)
δ2ch0 ,ch1 = |Max(ch0 , ch1 ) − Min(ch0 , ch1 )|2

(11)

As shown in Fig. 2, road geometries are rebuilt according to
three possible longitudinal positions depending on current localization error. And it can be concluded as curvature variation by
Eq. (11).
2.3 Ego-state Estimator
As described in Section 2.1, EKF based approach suﬀers from
the parameter coupling problem. To solve this problem, this paper
proposes a near-to-far procedure to estimate vehicle ego-state as
well as road shape. Since lane markers in the near regions can be
treated as straight lines in the majority of cases, which are more
or less aﬀected by the road curvature, ego-state parameters (road
width, lateral displacement and so on) are estimated by these lane
candidates. On the other side, lane candidates in the far zone are
used to estimate road shape information. Figure 3 is a bird’s-eye
view of near-to-far division, which is also located on image by
projection from road surface.
In Fig. 3, ego-state parameters can be simplified with diﬀerence of left and right coordinates on Fig. 3, which is expressed as
Eq. (12).
R(X r ) − R(X l ) = w

(12)

where R(X r ) and R(X l ) are lateral position of lane in VCS.
Eq. (13) is projected results on image by Eq. (12), which originates the diﬀerence between right line Eq. (3) and left line Eq. (2).
Here we called it as WI model, because it contains only two parameters: road Width and camera’s Inclination angle. Ego-state
estimation firstly focuses on parameters of w and θ, optimized by
diﬀerence of parallel lanes on the road surface. Then, other egostate parameters (l and ψ) are calculated by lane candidates on
image with known parameters (w and θ).
I xr − I xl = ΔI x =

fx w
fy H((Iy − Cy ) cos θ − fy sin θ)

(13)

where θ is camera’s inclination angle and w is road width.
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(a) Original road scene

(b) Feature extraction results

(c) Probability distribution by WI
model

Fig. 4 Lane feature extraction and its PDM.

Fig. 5

Restrain searching area on PDM by predictive information and its
related lane candidates.
Table 1

lane1
lane2

Estimation results of ego-state.

w

(m)
lle
ft

(m)
lright

θ◦

ψ◦

3.26
4.18

1.93
1.88

1.31
2.3

−1.25
−1.74

0.72
0.76

(m)

In order to acquire reliable results of ego-state, all possibilities
of combination of width and inclination angle by parallel lanes
are given as Eq. (14). Possibility results are figured as Possibility
Distribution Map (PDM) as Fig. 4 (c). Road lane seems amplified
in PDM with higher possibility than random noise. So it is reasonable to choose maximum point for estimation results as well
as lane’s position on image.
P(w, θ) =

M(w, θ, ΔI x , Iy )
Σ(ΔI x , Iy )

(14)

where Σ(ΔI x , Iy ) is the aggregate of diﬀerence results,
M(w, θ, ΔI x , Iy ) is one of subset from diﬀerence results fitting combination of w and θ, and P(w, θ) is probability results.
In actual use, this might happen to double center-line situation like Fig. 4 (a). Feature extraction by image processing shows
good results as Fig. 4 (b). Double center-line is hard to confirm
estimation results from PDM of Fig. 4 (c). However, it could be
solved out by fusion of PDM results and predictive information
(road width or lane numbers) from digital map. Two high probability areas on PDM (shown as Fig. 5) are confirmed, which
match the information of doubled center-line from the digital
map database. Besides, it also gives related lane candidates on
image for estimation of other ego-state parameters. Table 1 summarizes the results after ego-state estimation. Results give two
possible parallel lanes, which have common lateral displacement
of left side (≈ 1.90 (m)) and two lanes (≈ 1.3 (m) and ≈ 2.3 (m))
existence on the right side.
2.4 PLD Implementation
PLD approach contains two modules: lane detection and digital map database, shown as Fig. 6. Procedure of online lane detection process is same as other approaches [3], [8], [15], utilizing extracted lane features to approach detection model as well
as parameters estimation. Digital road map by commercial soft-
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Fig. 6 Organization chart of the recognition step.

ware or in-vehicle navigation unit which supposedly consists of
road network and node points with fundamental information such
as: global position (latitude, longitude), property (intersection
or not) and road types (width, number and category). Position
(Latitude and Longitude) of node points are acquired through
other information source (like satellite image or local measurements) to form road networks and property information shows
that nodes points are crossed or not, like intersection. Road types
are classified by following of transportation rules, for example,
road width of expressway (≈ 3.5 (m)) is diﬀerent from city Street
(≈ 3.0 (m)). Lane’s number and category are also derived from
local road types. Accuracy of these information is not exactly required, because it only acts as detection instructions for feature
selection and tracking in the restrain search zone. Besides, PLD
could be suitable for diﬀerent areas by only adjusting digital road
map.
In practical implementation, lane detection process keeps independent mechanism according to online lane detection procedure
of Fig. 6, even if there are not enough digital map or vehicle localization. Feature extraction could be chosen by many image
processing algorithms with considering of lane targets (marked
or not), processing time and robustness performance, which are
concluded in McCall et al. [16] paper. In our approach, center
position of lane markers are main targets. A modified Canny detector is utilized to extract left-side and right-side of lane marker
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respectively, and then confirm the center position as lane candidates. However, extracted results like Fig. 7 satisfied as image
processing requirements are too complex to locate main candidate points for parameters’ estimation. Diﬀerent from imageonly approaches which set tedious conditions for searching lane
candidates after feature extraction, PLD gives a simple solution
with information from database to classify category of road lane.
WI model in Section 2.3 gives the detail to deal with PDM with
map information and locate lane candidates on image. For example, Zebra crossing lines show a messy distribution of features on
image and PDM, but it could be ignored directly only by lane’s
category (Zebra crossing information) from database. Besides,
median strip of road or road shoulder might be recognized as
lane feature by mistake, so it brings about wrong lateral departure from vehicle to roadside. Lane candidates of lower image of
Fig. 7 include results by shoulder of sidewalk, which is obviously
wider than road width information from database. WI model in
Section 2.3 gives the detail to deal with PDM with map information and locate lane candidates on image.
Parameters estimation procedure initiates values of parameters
and restrain area on image by Eq. (2), Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) and candidate points are utilized for lane tracking as well as parameters’
optimization through EKF. And Table 2 lists the initial parameter values and its variation. Conventional approaches [14], [17]
defines the initial parameters as experience value depending on

Fig. 7 Feature points selection for Lane candidates by PLD information
from digital map.
Table 2

Initialization parameters between conventional approach and PLD
approach.
Conventional approach
(Image-only)

Predictive approach
(Image+Map)

3.0 ± 1.0
1.6 ± 1.5
0.0 ± 5.0
0.0 ± 5.0
0.0 ± 0.01
0.0 ± 0.0001

3.2 ± 0.3
1.8 ± 0.4
−0.2 ± 2.0
1.0 ± 2.0
0.00836 ± 0.003
−0.000058 ± 0.00002

w(m)
l(m)
θ(◦)
ψ(◦)
c(1/m)
h0 2
)
c(1/m
h1

camera’s position and road information. It is possible to revise
the variation value of parameters to ensure actual lane locate in restrain area according to matrix Eq. (5). Two contributions of PLD
approach improves initialization of parameters as well as EKF efficiency. Firstly, parameters are pre-estimated by road shape and
ego-state estimator for EKF optimization. According to initialization results in Fig. 8, predictive lane by PLD approach is closer
to real lane on image. Secondly, variation of each parameter is
more reasonable and smaller for reducing noise influence for system. The zone searched by previous approach (shown in Fig. 8)
contains an actual lane in the image, but it might be influenced by
zebra crossing lines or vehicles in the far zone. On-coming road
curvature variation depends on error of localization and accuracy
of digital map by Eq. (11). And variations for ego-state are also
change to smaller based on PDM results. EKF optimization and
tracking step by Eq. (6), Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) improve eﬃciency by
restrain area of PLD approach.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1 Testify by Synthetic Road Image
A virtual road from driver’s view point is designed to testify detection model and its parameters of our approach. Table 3 shows
the setting parameters of road width w, camera’s inclination angle
θ and curvature ch0 . This setup has the advantage over field tests
that solution was known to high accuracy.
Figure 9 shows estimated results of parameters as Eq. (1).
There are around 350 frames captured from virtual camera including straightway and curve segment. Results as Fig. 9 (e) give
clear division from straight to curve at frame (150). Transition
part from straight to circle curve could be viewed as Clothoid
curve which is figured as red-solid line from value 0(1/m) to value
0.02(1/m) . Estimated results (dashed) by our approach give a good
variation like truth one, but the maximum curvature value ch0
is close to truth one and error is less than 0.003(1/m) . It might
be caused by another curvature ch1 which is optimized curvature with image feature and shown variations at curve segment
as Fig. 9 (f).
Since center point of lane markers are extracted by image processing, the ground of road width is 3.3(m) as Table 3. Width
graph (Fig. 9 (a)) shows good results in straight segment (around
3.3 m, but estimation results are little drift in the curve segment
and the maximum error is 0.05(m) . Camera’s inclination angle is
another parameter whose true data is set value of 0(◦) . The average error of estimated results is 0.5(◦) degree. And it also varies
in the curve segment.
Under cooperation conditions in the simulation loop, estimated
results are satisfied by our requirements comparing to metric parameters setting. Although it is hard to set truth for testifying
results like Fig. 9 (b), Fig. 9 (d) and Fig. 9 (f), variation of results
meet the right direction of camera’s movement according to continues frames. Since this approach is questioned as to whether it
Table 3 Setting parameters of virtual road.

Fig. 8

Model initialization and its restrain area.
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w(m)

θ(◦)

c(1/m)
h0

3.3

0.0

0.02
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(a) w

(b) l

(c) θ

(d) ψ

(e) ch0

(f) ch1
Fig. 9 Estimated results of all parameters.

yields good results under stronger perturbations and noise conditions, it is readily seen that the interpretation is most reliable
when it is close to vehicle for several error considerations: (1)
visual detection error (pixel level or resolution of image); (2) precision of parameter (w = 0.01(m) or θ = 0.2(◦) ); (3) little influence
by parameter coupling problem.
3.2 Outdoor Test
Test vehicle (VICNAS) [18], [19] was equipped with GPS, inertial sensor, digital map as well as a 6.0 mm fixed lens CCD
camera (Fig. 10). Vehicle localization approach refers to Wang’s
approach [19], fusing with GPS and inertial sensor give precise
vehicle’s position on digital map in realtime. Urban street is choR Super Mapple ver.6
sen with digital road map of Shobunsha
(1/25,000) in order to show PLD approach under various environment conditions. Simultaneously, image-only approach is also
tested and compared to our approach under the same conditions.
Figure 11 shows comparison results with metrics (road width
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Fig. 10

Experimental vehicle VICNAS.

and road curvature) from digital road map. Since lane features
in the near zone are chosen for EKF updating and road width
is set almost same: initialization for image-only was 3.0 meters
and digital map provided 3.1 meters as reference, final results
(≈ 3.2 (m)) in Fig. 11 (a) show both approaches achieve good accuracy on road width estimation. However, comparing with the
conventional image-only curvature estimation results, the pro-
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(a) w

(b) ch0

(c) ch1
Fig. 11 Analyzed results under same road situations by image-only approach and image+map approach.

(a) Image+Map

(b) Image-only

Fig. 12 Comparison results on image after EKF updating between image-only approach and image+map
approach.

posed algorithm (image+map) significantly over-performed in
both accuracy and stability as shown in Fig. 11 (b) and Fig. 11 (c).
There are two significant drawbacks for image only EKF approaches. Firstly, estimation results are sensitive to image noise
in Fig. 12 (b). Although rebuilt road lane fits real lane very well in
the near zone of Fig. 12 (b), it drifts from real lane in the far zone
because of less of feature or noise influence. Secondly, the coupling problem existed in EKF will change parameters for optimal
results. Comparing to results in Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b), the difference of lateral displacement parameter (l) is 0.3 meters in spite
of same fitting rate (rebuilt virtual lane and real road lane) in the
near zone. Estimated curvatures obviously diﬀerent in Fig. 12 (a)
and Fig. 12 (b) caused by noise are believed the main reason for
coupling problems. Here, Fig. 12 (a) utilizes the road shaping
guidance from digital map, which create restrain area on image by
avoiding influence of noise. Meanwhile, EKF optimizes reasonable parameters setting with lane candidates on image. Graph in
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Fig. 11 (b) of curvature ch0 with map information is stable, varying with road shaping as digital map. The results in Fig. 11 (c)
show a totally smaller variation than results from just the image.
Figure 13 shows PLD results as well as vehicle localization results on digital map. Simultaneously predicted information could
be acquired from digital road map and is given as Table 4. Figure 13 shows the detection results fitting on real lane by EKF
optimization with estimated results in Table 4. It shows that information from digital map is a general reference for detection.
PLD has to set proper variations of parameters for EKF optimization. Estimated results for road shape information were close to
predicted information with same road shape direction (same sign
(±) on number in Table 4).
Some conditions (Fig. 14): such as shadowy, dark and rainy,
might appear in practical detection like various lighting conditions, lane pavement and occlusions. Shadow in Fig. 14 (b)
caused by test vehicle as well as other vehicles might influence
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(a) Scene1: located on digital map

(b) Estimated results on image

(c) Scene2: located on digital map

(d) Estimated results on image

(e) Scene3: located on digital map

(f) Estimated results on image

Fig. 13
Table 4

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3

w (m)
3.1
3.1
3.1

Results on outdoor test with predictive information.

Parameters of predictive information and estimated results.
Predicted information
ch0 (1/m)
ch1 (1/m2 )
0.008280
−0.000103
−0.002560
0.000038
0.008708
−0.000078

ego-state estimation results. The same like Fig. 14 (d), lane is occluded by wiper arm, which is needed to combine width information as well as road geometry ahead. Dark views like Fig. 14 (f)
are diﬃcult to detect because of backlighting by other vehicle or
weak view of lane feature. Despite it is hard to confirm features in
the far zone with mess of noise, road shape information is given
by (Fig. 14 (a), Fig. 14 (c) and Fig. 14 (e)) instead.
Vehicle localization is another essential element linking with
camera’s view and digital map. Section 2.2 gives technical details about road curvature and its variation calculation based on
vehicle’s position on road network. If GPS’s signal is lost or
HDOP (horizontal dilution of precision) is too low, system would
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w (m)
3.15
3.24
3.25

Estimated results
ch0 (1/m)
ch1 (1/m2 )
0.006187
−0.000074
−0.006390
0.000035
0.006721
−0.000097

abandon map information and switch to visual processing only.
Figure 15 is initialization setting result as vision-only system.
Because feature points in near zone are clear for detection, parameters of ego-state by WI model is given for EKF. Since road
shape information is unknown here, initial curvature is set as
straight-line with value zero (black line) and variation of curvature is larger set to ensure actual lane in restrain area (white line)
in Fig. 15.
Computation time of PLD algorithm performance is measured
R
and given as Table 5 with a general purpose PC (CPU: Intel
2.08 GHz and RAM memory: 1.75 GB). Over 1,000 images of
various conditional scenes are tested, with predictive information
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(a) Shadow: Vehicle localization

(b) Estimated results on image

(c) Rainy: Vehicle localization

(d) Estimated results on image

(e) Dark: Vehicle localization

(f) Estimated results on image

Fig. 14 Results in the various conditions with predictive information.

Table 5 Calculation time for diﬀerent algorithm steps.
Algorithm step
Feature extraction
WI model analysis
Restrain area and feature location
Tracking and parameters’ updating

Fig. 15

System initialization without predictive information due to lower
accuracy of vehicle localization.

or not that decided restrain area on image. The minimum and
maximum times required for the algorithm to find the road are
given with each step. Time requirements depend on the size of
searching area. Number of feature points is another reason of
time costing, system should confirm lane candidates as well as
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Min
(milliseconds)
3
15
8
1

Max
(milliseconds)
10
50
20
3

ego-state parameters by analysis of all feature points. Computation time is from 27 milliseconds to 83 milliseconds, so at least
10 frames/seconds was usually obtained. By the way, vehicle localization including road geometry estimation is following by gyroscope’s rate (around 15 milliseconds). It means that system can
access database at high frequency.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel framework of lane detection system, which improves eﬃciency and accuracy to the vision-based
detection system with static information from digital map. Not
only on-coming road shaping information, predictive estimator
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also provides reliable information to support visual processing,
which may be disturbed under various environment conditions.
The algorithms proposed in this paper are validated with real road
tests under diﬀerent conditions and types of road.
Fitness between real road and rebuilt road by estimation results is a general standard to demonstrate performance of model
and tracking approach. But it turns to be a numerical or regression analysis problem with multiple independent variables. It is
no guarantee for reliability of each parameter. Besides, test environment is also important to judge performance of algorithm.
PLD utilizes some known information because it is gathered by
many approaches and processed oﬀ-line. So a precise database is
important for PLD and the more information is provided and the
more reliable the system is required.
There are still some special road shape segments that are not
covered by our algorithm of road model matching algorithm such
as vertical segment of road curvature. But it required a reliable 3D digital map for system. Since PLD can acquire the information
from database, database of same route section can also be supported and updated by the results of lane detection system under
well situations.
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